
 

Chromatic Chords 

 

Secondary dominant 

Secondary dominants create a bit of local colour 
by giving the impression of a very brief 
modulation.  
 
The secondary dominant chord forms the 
dominant of a chord other than the tonic, 

making a perfect cadence. In the example the D 
major chord is the dominant of V in C major. 

This secondary dominant briefly implies that the 
tonic is G major before the real dominant (G) 
resolves to C: 

 
 

  
 

 

The next part of this handout explains how to create a secondary dominant and there are 
some examples over the page that you can use as influences to help you use these chords 
effectively. Choose an example that best matches the circumstances in your own piece. 

 

How to add a secondary dominant (step-by-step instructions) 

 

1. decide on the chord to which your secondary dominant will resolve  
 in this example a G major chord (V of C) 

2. work out the chord that is a fifth above 
in this example a D chord 

3. write a dominant seventh chord (major triad plus minor seventh) 
in this example the F needs to be sharpened to make a major triad 

4. you could use this chord in root position or first inversion as shown – the seventh 
should resolve down by step. It should also resolve by step in second and third 
inversions. 

 
 

             C: V   5th above     V        s.d.                V      

    G   (of G = D7) 
 



 

Chromatic Chords 

 

Examples of secondary dominants 

1) Mozart, Piano Sonata in Bb, K. 333, movement I, bar 23-26 (in anthology, p. 253) 

This extract from the second subject is in F major. The G7 chords are secondary dominants to 

the C chords (which are themselves the dominant of F major): 

 

F:     I    IV        I      s.d.   V       

           of V 

 

 

2) Williams, Flying theme from E.T, bar 11 (in anthology, p. 411) 

The key is C major but Williams creates some tension and colour by adding an F# in bar 11. 

This turns what would be chord ii7d (d minor seventh in last inversion) 

 

3) Mozart, String Quartet K. 170, bar 2  

The key is G major and Mozart emphasizes the dominant chord (D) in bar 3 by preceding it 

with the dominant seventh of this chord (A7 in first inversion) at the end of bar 2 (hence the 

C#) 

 

 

 


